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SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION

SEO

Search Engine Optimization

SEO (search engine optimization) is the process of improving the visibility 

of a website or a web page in search engines via the "natural" or un-paid 

("organic" or "algorithmic") search results.

What does SEO do?

Drives online keywords searchers to your website or landing page from 

the organic search engine results. 

Increases the online visibility for your business.

Moves your business above your competitors for major keyword searches 

capturing more potential customers. 

How do we do it?

Positive SEO results are accomplished through the design of a full SEO 

Strategy, which includes the proper implementation of a myriad of tactics 

and utilizing best practices. 

Once best practices are implemented, we need to constantly monitor 

the search algorithm and industry trends to identify the best SEO 

strategies needed to improve the ranking of your website/landing pages.
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PROPOSAL

Tasks:

Perform an SEO audit of ABC Company’s website and correct/rectify any problems.
Sample of key items that will be analyzed during the SEO audit: 

 Potential code issues

 Titles unique for each page

 Titles length is between 50 – 65 characters

 Description tag is between 150-160 characters

 Internal linking

 Google+ business page

 Site checked for broken links

 Google Authorship status

 Web site registered on Google/Bing Webmaster 

tools

 Most important pages linked to from home page

 Site content quality and strategy

 Keyword research and analysis
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SEO STRATEGY

Implement consistent SEO strategies in an effort to move your website up the organic

rankings of the major search engines for the targeted phrases listed below:

Keyword Avg. Monthly Searches 

vin decoder 90,500

vin check 40,500

auto repair 40,500

free vin check 27,100

vin lookup 27,100

vehicle check 27,100

car check 27,100

vin number 27,100

nada car value 22,200

vin number check 18,100

Google sample of top 10 keywords for SEM extracted from 

ABC Company
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SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION

Content & Keywords
Sites that are rich in content & keywords help the search engines identify what type of business it is and 

ensures the site will be displayed alongside relevant results, creating a better user experience at the 

search engine level. The search engines crawl the site for these keywords to determine if this is the best 

site to display in the search results.  If you don’t have enough content and keywords you are greatly 
hindering your chances of ranking in the search results. 

Conversion
A well converting home page contains a good call to action and contact info that is easily located. 

There should be a good amount of content, logically organized. A video and/or slide show can 

engage new viewers, keeping them on the site longer.  

Lead Generation
Having a phone number displayed prominently throughout the site is a best practice.  It is beneficial to 

present a list of areas served to show viewers that they are in your service area(s). The link to the contact 

form and phone number should also be consistently displayed throughout the site. It is important to give 

visitors a solid reason, and an easy way, to contact you and inquire about your products and services.

Contact Form
Use a contact form that is short and quick to fill out to encourage visitors to enter their information.  It is 

best that the link to the contact form be named clearly, and be accessible from most pages throughout 

your site. 

Navigation
Site navigation should be easy to use and understandable for any new visitor. The menu links should be 

in text format if possible, and should clearly identify the content within its page.  The most important 

pages on your site should be accessible from the home page. 
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I. Keyword Research and Opportunity Identification

I. Help clients determine the most viable and efficient keywords to target. 

II. Advanced Analytics Implementation

I. Add Google analytics and Google/Bing Webmaster tools to the site. This helps the SEO analyst monitor traffic trends, 

identify high ranking keywords, analyze crawl data, identify new opportunities, and more. 

III. On Site Optimization:

I. Analyze and develop a plan for optimizing specific areas of a website based on selected keywords, competition, priority 

and need. Optimizing these areas requires a strategic thought and implementation process only gained through 

diversified SEO experience and continuous advanced training. 

I. Meta Data

II. Title Tagging

III. Header Tagging

IV. Image Tagging

V. Content Tagging

VI. Content Development

VII. Topic Modeling/Latent Semantic Indexing

VIII. Code minification

IX. Code organization

X. External file implementation

XI. 301 redirections

XII. URL taxonomy

XIII. Categorical and navigational taxonomy

XIV. Site Architecture

XV. Internal linking

XVI. Proper anchor text implementation  

XVII. Site Usability Recommendations and Improvements

IV. Off-Site Optimization

I. Back Link Development

I. Utilize backlink strategies such as directory submissions, article marketing, press release writing, blogging, 

networking and more in a effort to increase back links.

II. Local Business Listing Submissions

III. Search Engine Submissions

IV. Industry related business listing and review site submissions

SEO STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION SUMMARY
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SEO CONSIDERATIONS & BEST PRACTICES

Title Tags
The title tag is one of the most important attributes on the page. It is the first thing that the search engines 

show visitors about your site.  It’s the text that appears at the top of your browser window and it’s the text of 
the link appearing on search engine results pages.   Title tags should be relevant to the page and include 

keywords and locations without appearing ‘spammy.’  The company name can be included, but not at the 
expense of valuable keywords.

Title Tag example

Meta Descriptions
Like the title tag, the meta description is an important part of a web page.  This text is displayed under the 

link in the search results, so having a good meta description can attract more viewers to your site.  Meta 

descriptions should be readable and compelling to the viewer.  They should include the company name 

and location, along with relevant keywords.  When possible, try to include a good call to action!  

Title Tag and Meta 
Description example

Meta Keywords
These tags are not displayed anywhere on your site, but are a behind-the-scenes way of telling the search 

engines what your page is about.  Good meta keywords will include all relevant keywords, locations, and the 

business name.  It is also acceptable to include variations of keywords and common misspellings.  
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SEO CONSIDERATIONS & BEST PRACTICES

Image Alt Tags
These alt tags briefly describe the image they’re associated with.  Search Engines do not read images, so it is 
important to create alt tags for the images on your site.  Image alt tags should be relevant, short & 

descriptive; They should incorporate keywords & locations whenever possible. 

Alt: “Auto glass and windshield repair”
Header Tags
These tags are used to tell the Search Engines what the page is mainly about.  There should only be one H1 tag 

on each page – it should be a brief, overall description of the page & should include relevant keywords.  There 

may be multiple H2’s & H3’s which are ‘subheadings’ on the page – these tags should also include relevant 

keywords.

Visitor Facing Sitemap
A sitemap is a simple, easy to read link map of your site that is helpful for visitors and search spiders to better 

understand and navigate your site. 

XML Sitemap
The XML sitemap can only be seen by search spiders and should live in the domain root folder of your site.  An 

XML sitemap lets the search spiders know of every page they should index on your site, it acts as a backup in 

the case that a spider missed some of your pages.  The XML sitemap can also tell the spiders special 

information about your site and how you would like them to search your site. 

Linking Strategy
Google assigns PageRank to individual web pages within your site. Page Rank or PR is based on a logarithmic 0-

10 scale which considers the content and transparency of your site according to Google's search bots as well as 

the number and quality of inbound and outbound links. The page rank is heavily weighted in the search engines 

algorithm and having a solid linking strategy can drastically improve your search engine presence. 
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PROPOSAL

Tasks:

Perform an SEO audit of ABC Company’s website and correct/rectify any problems 

 Potential code issues

 Titles unique for each page

 Titles length is between 50 – 65 characters

 Description tag is between 150-160 characters

 Internal linking

 Google+ business page

 Site checked for broken links

 Google Authorship status

 Web site registered on Google/Bing Webmaster 

tools

 Most important pages linked to from home page

 Site content quality and strategy

 Keyword research and analysis

Total of 21 pages to analyze and implement SEO 

enhancements identified in this presentation

Monthly Retainer: TBD


